
DISCOVER THE PRODUCTS 
(HTTPS://WWW.CARGOTECH.AERO/SERVICES/CARGO-DIGITAL-FACTORY/)

Cargo Digital Factory is the digital solution provider for ECS Group and its companies, and follows three

clear principles: harmonize and standardize, digitalize and automate processes, and offer new services to

customer airlines.

Visit the website
(https://ecsgroup.aero/augmented-technology/)

DISCOVER THE PRODUCTS 
(HTTPS://WWW.CARGOTECH.AERO/SERVICES/WIREMIND/)

Launched in 2022, Wiremind Cargo is the cargo arm of the Wiremind Group, founded in 2014. With this

division, the company is positioned in the field of freight with experts entirely dedicated to the needs of

this industry and the development of dedicated tools. Those engineers come from the transport and

logistics industries and know how to exploit technology in a truly meaningful way to create business

value. Whether it is a GSA, a GHA, a freight forwarder or even an airline, Wiremind Cargo will be able to

meet its needs in terms of inventory, reservations, capacity management, pricing, or revenue optimization.

Visit the website
(https://www.wiremind.io/)

https://www.cargotech.aero/services/cargo-digital-factory/
https://ecsgroup.aero/augmented-technology/
https://www.cargotech.aero/services/wiremind/
https://www.wiremind.io/


Consulting
With its global expertise, CargoTech provides airlines, forwarders, GSAs, and GHAs with an expert consulting

service on digital transformation or system upgrade. Rather than having to deal with individual CMS or

platform providers, CargoTech customers benefit from a single contact capable of discussing a complete

end-to-end digitalization plan and who can arrange for the provision of the right digital solutions.

DISCOVER THE PRODUCTS 
(HTTPS://WWW.CARGOTECH.AERO/SERVICES/CARGO-AI/)

Airfreight’s fastest growing digital enabler, CargoAi is on a mission to bring the best available

technologies to air cargo. Led by airfreight industry experts, the company offers a complete range of

digital solutions to freight forwarders, airlines, TMS providers and GSAs to drive every stage of the

airfreight procurement process with greater efficiency and visibility.

Visit the website
(https://www.cargoai.co/)

DISCOVER THE PRODUCTS 
(HTTPS://WWW.CARGOTECH.AERO/SERVICES/ROTATE/)

Rotate helps airlines turn data into action and improve day-to-day commercial decision-making. The

company combines state-of-the-art market data, cloud-based tools and analytics with expert support and

training. Working with selected cargo airlines to build commercial decision-making tools and solutions,

Rotate targets all domains that drive the commercial performance of airlines: from sales optimization and

dynamic pricing to revenue management, contract management and revenue leakage.

Visit the website
(https://letsrotate.com/)

https://www.cargotech.aero/services/cargo-ai/
https://www.cargoai.co/
https://www.cargotech.aero/services/rotate/
https://letsrotate.com/


Need a custom solution ?

CONTACT US 

(HTTPS://WWW.CARGOTECH.AERO/CONTACT/)

Call for projects
Any company can join CargoTech as long as it adds value in terms of product or commercial development /

adoption. Get in touch with us!

 (https://www.cargotech.aero)

CargoTech, the one-stop-shop that offers digital solutions for every air cargo business process and provides best-in-class digital

transformation expertise and consultancy services to air cargo stakeholders.

Why Cargotech?(https://www.cargotech.aero/why-cargotech/)

Services(https://www.cargotech.aero/services/)

Team players(https://www.cargotech.aero/team-players/)

Newsroom(https://www.cargotech.aero/newsroom/)

Contact(https://www.cargotech.aero/contact/)

Legals(https://www.cargotech.aero/legals/)

Cookie Policy(https://www.cargotech.aero/cookie-policy-eu/)

https://www.cargotech.aero/contact/
https://www.cargotech.aero/
https://www.cargotech.aero/why-cargotech/
https://www.cargotech.aero/services/
https://www.cargotech.aero/team-players/
https://www.cargotech.aero/newsroom/
https://www.cargotech.aero/contact/
https://www.cargotech.aero/legals/
https://www.cargotech.aero/cookie-policy-eu/

